DECLARATION OF DR. CRAIG W. HANEY, PHD

I, Craig W. Haney, declare as follows:

1. I am a Distinguished Professor of Psychology and UC Presidential Chair at the University of California Santa Cruz in Santa Cruz, California, where I engage in research applying social psychological principles to legal settings, including the assessment of the psychological effects of living and working in institutional environments, especially the psychological effects of incarceration. I was a co-founder and co-director of the UC Criminal Justice & Health Consortium – a collaborative effort of researchers, experts and advocates from across the University of California system working to bring evidence-based health and healthcare solutions to criminal justice reform in California and nationwide.

2. I also have served as a consultant to numerous governmental, law enforcement, and legal agencies and organizations on jail- and prison-related issues. Those agencies and organizations include the Palo Alto Police Department, various California Legislative Select Committees, the National Science Foundation, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the United States Department of Justice, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the Department of Homeland Security, and the White House (under both the Clinton and Obama Administrations). In 2012, I testified as an expert witness before the Judiciary Committee of the United States Senate in a hearing that focused on the use and effects of solitary confinement and was appointed as a member of a National Academy of Sciences committee analyzing the causes and consequences of high rates of incarceration in the United States. My research, writing, and testimony have been cited by state courts, including the California Supreme Court, and by Federal District Courts, Circuit Courts of Appeal, and the United States Supreme Court.¹

3. COVID-19 is a serious, highly contagious disease and has reached pandemic status. At least 693,224 people around the world have

¹ For example, see Brown v. Plata, 563 U.S. 493 (2011).
received confirmed diagnoses of COVID-19 as of March 30, 2020, including 140,904 people in the United States. At least 33,106 people have died globally as a result of COVID-19 as of March 30, 2020, including 2,405 in the United States. These numbers are predicted by health officials to increase, perhaps exponentially. For example, the CDC has estimated that as many as 214 million people may eventually be infected in the United States, and that as many as 21 million could require hospitalization.

4. The COVID-19 Pandemic poses such a threat to the public health and safety in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that, on March 6, 2020, Governor Tom Wolf declared a statewide State of Emergency, on March 13, he ordered all schools to close, and on March 20, 2020, he ordered all Pennsylvania businesses that are not life-sustaining to close. He has also issued “stay at home” orders in multiple counties to require residents to stay home or at their place of residence except to facilitate certain authorized necessary activities.

5. COVID-19 is a novel virus. At present there is no vaccine and no cure for COVID-19. No one has immunity. Currently, the most effective way to control the virus is to use preventive strategies, including social distancing, in order to maximize our healthcare capacity to treat a manageable number of patients. Otherwise, otherwise...


4 Supra, fn. 2.

5 Supra, fn. 3.


8 https://www.pa.gov/guides/responding-to-covid-19/

healthcare resources will be overwhelmed and the Pandemic will certainly be exacerbated.

6. Social distancing presents serious challenges for everyone in every part of our society, but nowhere more than in penal institutions, where living conditions are unusually sparse, prisoners necessarily live in unescapably close quarters, and have unavoidable contact with one another. Juvenile institutions are no exception to this general institutional rule.

7. Moreover, jails and prisons are already extremely stressful environments for adult prisoners and for children who are confined in secure facilities. Research has shown that these environments are psychologically and medically harmful in their own right, leaving formerly incarcerated persons with higher rates of certain kinds of psychiatric and medical problems. In fact, incarceration

---


leads to higher rates of morbidity (illness rates) and mortality (i.e., it lowers the age at which people die).\textsuperscript{12}

8. The COVID-19 Pandemic presents penal institutions with an enormous challenge that they are ill-equipped to handle. Juvenile facilities in particular lack the operational capacity to address the needs of youth in custody in a crisis of this magnitude. They do not have the resources needed to provide youth with ready access to cleaning and sanitation supplies, or to ensure that staff sanitize all potentially contaminated surfaces during the day. Most lack the capacity to provide more than minimal emergency mental health or medical care. Yet the demand for such services in this crisis will grow, stretching already scarce treatment resources even further. In addition, juvenile facilities typically provide children in custody with very limited access to telephonic or other forms of remote visiting. However, these ways of connecting to others will become critically important if contact visiting is limited or eliminated. Furthermore, juvenile facilities cannot readily protect youth from contact with staff who regularly enter facilities after having been in the outside world. Staff members are at risk of contracting COVID-19 and then transmitting it to both youth and other staff inside.

9. Penal settings have limited options to implement the social distancing that is now required in response the COVID-19 Pandemic. It is very likely that many of them will resort to the use of solitary confinement. Indeed, I have seen precisely this form of social distancing utilized as a matter of course in numerous correctional institutions throughout the country, where medical quarantines are conducted in prison infirmaries or other housing units by effectively placing prisoners in solitary confinement.

10. Yet the experience of solitary confinement inflicts an additional set of very serious harmful effects that significantly undermine mental and physical health. The scientific literature on the harmfulness of solitary confinement in jails and prisons is now widely accepted and the research findings are consistent and alarming.¹³ This research has led a number of professional mental and physical health-related, legal, human rights, and even correctional organizations to call for severe limitations on the degree to which solitary confinement is employed—specifically by significantly limiting when, for how long, and on whom it can be imposed.¹⁴

11. Although there is some variation in the specific recommendations, virtually all of them call for the drastic reduction or outright elimination of the use of solitary confinement with juveniles.¹⁵ That is, because of the categorically greater vulnerability of children to


harsh conditions of confinement and the potentially irreversible mental and physical harm that they are more likely to experience, solitary confinement should rarely if ever be imposed on them. In fact, Pennsylvania regulations preclude staff from placing a child alone in a cell or room except under very limited circumstances and even then with strict time limitations, measured in hours, not days. These severe limitations on the use of solitary confinement with children are critically important to acknowledge and adhere to in the face of the COVID-19 Pandemic and in the context of the social distancing steps that juvenile institutions are likely to engage in.

12. The COVID-19 Pandemic will be a traumatic experience for many, especially for children. In the case of children housed in juvenile institutions, this trauma will affect an already highly traumatized population. In addition to the traumatic effects of incarceration itself for children, and the added trauma produced by harsh conditions of juvenile confinement (such as solitary confinement), it is important to recognize that most incarcerated children have already experienced numerous childhood “risk factors” or “adverse childhood experiences.” Thus, juvenile incarceration represents a form of “retraumatization” for many of them. And even this retraumatization can be made worse, for example by placement in solitary confinement. It is thus hard to imagine a more vulnerable population whose very significant needs should be treated with the utmost sensitivity in the face of this Pandemic.

13. Indeed, the United States Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has acknowledged that the COVID-19 Pandemic poses a threat the mental as well as physical health of the nation,

---


17 For example, see: Sue Burrell, Trauma and the Environment of Care in Juvenile Institutions, National Child Traumatic Stress Network (2013).

especially to its children and teens.\textsuperscript{19} In order to mitigate the stressors created by the COVID-19 Pandemic, the CDC has recommended that parents and other caregivers undertake the following practices to support their children:\textsuperscript{20}

- Take time to talk with your child or teen about the COVID-19 outbreak. Answer questions and share facts about COVID-19 in a way that your child or teen can understand.

- Reassure your child or teen that they are safe. Let them know it is ok if they feel upset. Share with them how you deal with your own stress so that they can learn how to cope from you.

- Limit your family’s exposure to news coverage of the event, including social media. Children may misinterpret what they hear and can be frightened about something they do not understand.

- Try to keep up with regular routines. If schools are closed, create a schedule for learning activities and relaxing or fun activities.

- Be a role model. Take breaks, get plenty of sleep, exercise, and eat well. Connect with your friends and family members.

14. Similarly, the World Health Organization (WHO) also has recognized that the COVID-19 poses an existential threat to the mental health of children.\textsuperscript{21} The WHO recommended that care


\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.

providers undertake the following practices to support the mental health of children in their care:

- Help children find positive ways to express feelings such as fear and sadness. Every child has their own way to express emotions. Sometimes engaging in a creative activity, such as playing, and drawing can facilitate this process. Children feel relieved if they can express and communicate their feelings in a safe and supportive environment.

- Keep children close to their parents and family, if considered safe for the child, and avoid separating children and their caregivers as much as possible. If a child needs to be separated from their primary caregiver, ensure that appropriate alternative care is provided and that a social worker, or equivalent, will regularly follow up on the child. Further, ensure that during periods of separation, regular contact with parents and caregivers is maintained, such as twice-daily scheduled phone or video calls or other age-appropriate communication (e.g., social media depending on the age of the child).

- Maintain familiar routines in daily life as much as possible, or create new routines, especially if children must stay at home. Provide engaging age-appropriate activities for children, including activities for their learning. As much as possible, encourage children to continue to play and socialize with others, even if only within the family when advised to restrict social contact.

- During times of stress and crisis, it is common for children to seek more attachment and be more demanding on parents. Discuss COVID-19 with your children using honest and age-appropriate way. If your children have concerns, addressing those together may ease their

---

anxiety. Children will observe adults’ behaviors and emotions for cues on how to manage their own emotions during difficult times.

15. The COVID-19 Pandemic is a natural disaster that has already had a significant worldwide impact whose catastrophic effects are beginning to mount in the United States. The Pandemic has traumatic psychological as well as physical consequences. The consequences are especially severe for children who are not only experiencing the Pandemic but also trying to comprehend its magnitude and implications. They are seeking safety in an otherwise suddenly unsafe-feeling world. Not surprisingly, the CDC and WHO both recommend intense and expansive forms of family support, caring, and coping to ameliorate these traumatic effects. Yet this kind of familial support, caring, and coping is simply unavailable in (and in essence precluded by) juvenile institutions.

16. Thus, it should be obvious that few if any of the CDC or WHO recommendations for the appropriate way to address the needs of children in light of the present Pandemic can be effectively implemented in a secure juvenile facility. Of course, their recommendations for optimizing children’s meaningful family contacts and ensuring that children are able to follow as normal a routine as possible should apply no less forcefully to children who have been placed in juvenile institutions. In fact, for the aforementioned reasons, in light of the likely past trauma they have suffered and the traumatic nature of their present circumstances, the recommendations apply with even more logic and force.

17. As I have noted, the continued detention/confinement of children during the COVID-19 Pandemic constitutes a grave threat to their physical and mental health. Young people confined to juvenile facilities are vulnerable emotionally; they are separated from their families; they likely face unhealthy and unsanitary physical conditions in such institutions, which will exacerbate any existing medical conditions and heighten the risk of their contracting and transmitting coronavirus; and their incarceration in the midst of this crisis will likely result in their placement in settings that are the equivalent of solitary confinement, placing them at even greater risk. The combination of these factors argues in favor of removing them from secure institutions and returning them to their families.
for proper protection and care. Of course, the release of children from secure institutions can and should be done with adequate measures to protect them, their families and the broader community.\textsuperscript{23}

18. With these things in mind, it is my professional opinion that returning incarcerated children to their families, where they can receive the kind of familial support that the CDC and WHO recommend, is the best possible course of action to take in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on March 31, 2020 at Santa Cruz, California.

\underline{DR. CRAIG W. HANEY, PH.D., J.D.}

\textsuperscript{23} See Council for State Governments, Justice Center, “Seven Questions About Reentry Amid COVID Confusion.”